A Japanese TV & Media Contents Producer

Ready Made Clip Show
Episode: 6 episodes
Duration: 30 minute (contains 10 clips)
Individual 61 Clips are also available
*Each 2 - 3 min

“JAPAN” – Land of The MIRACLES
This is an outrageous TV show
that introduces amazing features found in Japan!
The contents of the clips are of great variety. These include amazing
animals, outrageous people, hilarious challenges and so forth.
Why don't you try and take a look at the best and worst of Japan!
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A Japanese TV & Media Contents Producer

Japanese Amazing Clip Show

Clip Lineup
The Walruses' Secret Training
Who can imagine the walrus making sit-ups!? Considering their appearances, they do
not seem to be that tough, do they? They are not only talented but prettier than you
might think.

The World’s Most Splendid Bowling
How many pins at a time, do you expect to hit when you go bowling? It usually is “10”
at maximum. However, you can hit more if you wanted. This unique bowling lane does
have 300 pins!! Why don’t you try this out!!??

Dee-Dee Lady Singer Patriarch
Yoshiko NAKATA was born in 1931. Suddenly, she starts to sing a song that no one ever
heard of. Still, she says that she is sure that everyone knows the song. Guess what!?
She is a woman that can sing a song backwards with the music played, backwards of
course. Let’s see how she is doing this amazing performance.

Time-Slip Theme Park
Edo era is a part of Japanese history that has ever existed approximately 400 years ago.
EDO WONDERLAND NIKKO is a place where you can enjoy tons of Japanese good old
traditions. To begin with, let’s be a man of the era. Everybody can become a resident
of Edo, enjoy the ancient food and etc.

The Glittering World of Wagashi Sweets
Q. What do you think these are? A. A hamburger and French fries! ……No, they are
not. These are made of Japanese styled confectioneries. A master of Japanese sweets
can make anything you would like with those sweets ingredients.
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